From: tony hooper <...>
Sent: Sunday, 4 October 2015 6:57 PM
To: SARC

Dear Sir/Madam,

Re: Social Services Legislation Amendment (No Jab, No Pay) Bill 2015
I am seriously concerned about my human rights under the intended No Jab No Pay policy.
I have 4 adult children and 4 grand-children.

I have objections to my family being forced to have vaccinations against our wills. Just as this is true of fluoride in water, any forced medication is in violation our constitution which guarantees Australians political, medical and religious freedom.

Even though I know that there are many benefits that come from vaccinations, I still want to retain control over my own health because no government agency can know every individual’s physical needs. The “one size fits all” type of injecting takes no heed of current health and fitness, body size, individual reactions to the ingredients in the vaccines or the steps individual persons may have already taken for their own health.

Every vaccine has side effects and even if it only affects one in a million or more, that’s at least 24 Australians being seriously compromised. Not good enough.

I also object to the chances that some of the ingredients in the vaccines may be dangerous or of poor quality; for example I understand that some flu vaccines contain mercury, a serious toxin.
There is no knowing what products people would be forced to receive in the future as I understand more types will come into use as time goes by.

There is also the possibility that unscrupulous political leaders could ensure components be added in the future to bring people under the control of some authorities as did the Nazis in concentration camps by using fluoride.

The potential extension of such ideas is horrifying especially if it is intended to make injections periodic.

Further there is no guarantee that vaccination is fully effective, if at all. I read in the newspapers that a recent flu vaccine in Queensland did not cover the strain that infected a large proportion of the population.

I commend these thoughts to your consideration.

Tony Hooper.